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	A reorganized and comprehensive major revision of a classic book, this edition provides a bridge between introductory digital communications and more advanced treatment of information theory. Completely updated to cover the latest developments, it presents state-of-the-art error control techniques. Coverage of the fundamentals of coding and the applications of codes to the design of real error control systems. Contains the most recent developments of coded modulation, trellises for codes, soft-decision decoding algorithms, turbo coding for reliable data transmission and other areas. There are two new chapters on Reed-Solomon codes & concatenated coding schemes. Also contains hundreds of new and revised examples; and more than 200 illustrations of code structures, encoding and decoding circuits and error performance of many important codes and error control coding systems. Appropriate for those with minimum mathematical background as a comprehensive reference for coding theory.


	Using a minimum of mathematics, this volume covers the fundamentals of coding and the applications of codes to the design of real error control systems.
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The Independent Guide to the Mac 3Dennis Publishing, 2010

	The Independent Guide the the Mac - The ultimate guide to Apple's range.Featuring all the essential tips, crafty techniques and information you need, this fully updated 260-page publication is the definitive guide to whole Apple range for 2010/2011, and is a must have for any switched on individual. Covering the iPad, iPod, iPhone 4 and...
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Exploratory Multivariate Analysis by Example Using R (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computer Science & Data Analysis)CRC Press, 2010

	Full of real-world case studies and practical advice, Exploratory Multivariate Analysis by Example Using R focuses on four fundamental methods of multivariate exploratory data analysis that are most suitable for applications. It covers principal component analysis (PCA) when variables are quantitative, correspondence analysis...
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tinyAVR Microcontroller Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	CREATE FIENDISHLY FUN tinyAVR MICROCONTROLLER PROJECTS


	This wickedly inventive guide shows you how to conceptualize, build, and program 34 tinyAVR microcontroller devices that you can use for either entertainment or practical purposes. After covering the development process, tools, and power supply sources, tinyAVR...
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Foundations of 3D Graphics Programming: Using JOGL and Java3DSpringer, 2008
"A good, concise computer graphics textbook covering 3D concepts, essential fundamentals theory, and easy-to-follow OpenGL practical programming in Java."
Dr. Jack Bresenham, Retired IBM Senior Technical Staff Member

Increasingly in the realms of science and industry,...
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Understanding IBM Workplace Strategy and Products: Featuring Lotus WorkplaceMaximum Press, 2005
IBM's vision for the future of collaborative computing is realized in this guide to implementing the IBM Workplace for IT managers. An overview of the key product lines that implement the IBM Workplace vision, including Lotus Workplace, WebSphere Portal, Lotus Notes and Domino, and WebSphere Everyplace is also provided. 

The purchase of...
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Code Craft: The Practice of Writing Excellent CodeNo Starch Press, 2006
Many programmers know how to write correct code - code that works. But not all know how to craft great code - code that is well written and easy to understand. Code Craft teaches programmers how to move beyond writing correct code to writing great code. The book covers code writing concerns, including code presentation style, variable...
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